JMAP Tasks

IETF 116

https://www.ietf.org/archive/id/draft-ietf-jmap-tasks-06.html
Reminder: JMAP for Tasks

**Goal:** Make it a common standard, also for kanban boards and issue trackers
What’s new in JMAP for Tasks v06?

Work in feedback from last IETF 115 and CalConnect:

- restructured the Person object to align with JSContact's Author object
- new comments property (JSCalendar)
- new checklists property (JSCalendar) - next slide
checklists

Id[Checklist]

Dedicated Checklist object:

- Simple way to specify what properties should be supported for checkItems (not all properties of full-blown task will be supported)
- no need to handle non-existent referenced objects
- might be more efficient (less complex objects, smaller JSON)
Future Work - Restructure Person usage

New JMAP Calendars shows “how it’s done” regarding the Person object:

- For a Person a server should be able to look up at least one of
  - a simple email address
  - a principal
  - a participant
- make checklists and comments JMAP-only properties (instead of JSCalendar)
- Then we can use JMAP Calendar’s Person
Future Work - Other

- Restructure Person
- Continue survey regarding folders, timezones and localizations
- Finalize Folder extensions
- More feedback from vendors